
Efficiency is important when there are numerous daily tasks to

complete, many animals to look after, tours to give, and events

to be held. This is why having options like a golf cart for getting

around the sanctuary is so valuable. Beyond the cart’s long-term

and daily usefulness, it has also proven irreplaceable for times

when mobility becomes a concern. Following Diane’s hip surgery,

the golf cart allowed her to maximize her involvement in the

day-to-day operations at The Happy Herd and support volunteers

in their jobs.  Aside from the practical value of the golf cart,

there are always the testimonials of non-volunteers who simply

enjoy hitching a ride . 

 

We wouldn't be able to operate to our current capacities as a

sanctuary without the generosity of our supporters; from the big

donations like the golf cart donated by The mister Blake

Foundation, and new fencing donated by Karen, to the much

appreciated weekly donations of produce from No Frills, and the

mountains of hay from movie  sets, supporters of The Happy

Herd help us provide the best care for our sanctuary’s residents.

As we move from summer to fall, one of our animals’ favourite

seasonal produce becomes available: Pumpkins! So this fall, if

you have fresh pumpkins that you’d like to see these animals

happily gorge themselves on, arrange to donate them. 
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It would be impossible to list everyone who has

supported our sanctuary residents with their generous

donations— we are incredibly appreciative of the

cumulative impact these donations have on our ability

to give neglected/farmed/otherwise unwanted animals

the chance to enjoy life that they have always

deserved. 

/TheHappyHerd

To donate pumpkins email animals@happyherd.org
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 We are constantly looking for ways to improve the lives

of our residents. Our most recent project was an extension

of our small goat and sheep enclosures . Throughout the

years we have tried a number of different fencing set ups

in an effort to provide everyone with optimal grass space

.This year we really thought outside the box by cutting out

a piece of the fence to install a new doorway and add

additional fencing so they have a much larger outdoor

grass area that they can access any time.

 Our big goats and sheep also enjoy a large shaded grass

area during the day. Every morning our team herds our

big flock from their houses in the tennis court over to

their own grass area by using our specially designed herd

pathway. Once our big flock is happily frolicking in their

area, our mini goats get herded to the tennis court and get

the whole area to play for the day. They all absolutely

love getting to explore a new area and play with their

friends. When it’s dinner time our team moves everyone

back to their houses  to remain safely for the night. 

What’s New?

WAYS TO SUPPORT US 
- Donate: Happyherd.org/donate  

- Donate your time/skills/talents 

(I.e: Handyperson/contractor,

musicians, veterinary professionals,

etc) 

Running a sanctuary during multiple heat waves

brings challenges and requires unique solutions. In

order to keep the animals cool, Diane and volunteers

have set up sun shades, made daily mud baths,

sprayed down residents with water bottles, and hosed

down each enclosure. Our residents are also given ice

water and served breakfast and dinner as "cold

slushes", an ingenious Diane creation, which includes

fruits, veggies, grain/oats mixed into water and

stored in the fridge to ensure the animals stay extra

hydrated. All these efforts help give The Happy Herd

residents relief from the heat of the summer.  

Extreme Heat

-Sponsor an animal 

-Show us some love on social media

-Come for a tour or pig yoga class

-Donate food or unused animal medication 

Volunteer inquiries: volunteers@happyherd.org | Tour inquiries: tours@happyherd.org

Sponsor/fundraising inquiries: sponsor@happyherd.org | Donation inquiries: animals@happyherd.org


